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Y DADDY



For my Daddy



My Papa is – my Daddy, my father, my pops…

Oh, what a cute little girl you have, what a darling little boy... How old is s/he now? Really? And already so 
big… Have you ever heard such conversations, made up of questions and giddy responses that are so often 
mere empty phrases? But how do children see us grown-ups? As annoying people who are always thinking 
about work? Like supersonic airplanes always in a hurry? Like giants who no longer know how to talk?

Fine answers to these and more questions are brought to readers in this exquisite picture book that combines 
words by Helena Kraljič and images by Polona Lovšin. Let’s start reading at the very beginning: who is that 
we see on the cover? Is it important for understanding the first illustration that the girl, whose father is making 
sure she won’t slip out of her swim ring, is surrounded by ducks? Are they live ducks or “just” toy ducks? 
Let’s turn the page: what does the dedication tell us? Why is this dedication written over what looks to be a 
child’s drawing? How is it that such elements – seemingly cumbersome childish representations of the world 
– appear also within the other illustrations? Could this perhaps be a conversation between an adult’s and a 
child’s view of the world? The text merges with the illustrations into an inseparable whole, and the words escape 
the “control” of spelling rules. This establishes and advocates the child’s freedom, a game of joyful invention 
of unusual words and exaggeration: Daddy is the most STRONGEST, the GOODEST, the CUDDLYEST, 
the UNDERSTANDINGEST the most SMARTEST, the most PLAYFULEST, the most FUNNIEST, the most 
TALLEST… But will some cry out, Ooh, are we going to teach children some bad words? Come on, because 
every little kindergarten giant will understand that the comparison is good – it’s THE BESTEST – it’s all in fun! 
The child will also know how good he or she is … How good? (Of course: the bestest. End of story. Let’s leave 
that other spelling – the best – for more serious conversations, ok?).

Each line in this picture book reflects unlimited trust in the father’s strength and the warmth of proximity. Is it 
really true that Daddy made the whole world – JUST FOR ME? 

Happy trails, little giant and great big child, in this word of child-like, not childish, words.

Dr. Igor Saksida.  
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Y DADDY



MY DADDY IS STRONG.

Even more: HE‘S THE STRONGEST.

Horrid dragons, evil DWARVES,  

baddies – he can conquer ALL.



MY DADDY IS SMART.

Even more: HE‘S THE SMARTEST.

Summertime, he buys me CONES,

and in winter, tea for COLDS.



MY DADDY IS FRISKY.

Even more: HE‘S THE FRISKYEST.

Bathroom‘s where we SKATE ON ICE

and where sharks just FLOCK TO HIDE.



MY DADDY IS AMUSING.

Even more: HE‘S THE AMUSINGEST.

Riding on his back, I GO 

chasing monsters round the STOVE.



MY DADDY IS FUNNY.

Even more: HE‘S THE FUNNYEST.

Every time he shaves, we PLAY

at a funny MASQUERADE.



MY DADDY IS RICH.

Even more: HE‘S THE RICHEST.

He has a princess – that‘s ME –

and a PRINCE, and MUM as QUEEN.



MY DADDY IS FAST.

Even more: HE‘S THE FASTEST.

We rush away in our CART

like chasing dinos through the PARK.



MY DADDY IS TALL.

Even more: HE‘S THE TALLEST. 

From his shoulders I can SCARE

all the birds down from the AIR. 



MY DADDY IS UNDERSTANDING.

Even more: HE‘S THE UNDERSTANDINGEST.

When I‘m mad at all the WORLD,

he won‘t leave me in the LURCH.



MY DADDY IS GREAT.

Even more: HE‘S THE GREATEST!

He believes that I can TEASE 

stars from skies and swim the SEAS.



MY DADDY IS CUDDLY.

Even more: HE‘S THE CUDDLYEST.

When the night falls, he will CREEP

next to Mum and fall ASLEEP.



MY DADDY IS GOOD.

Even more: HE‘S THE GOODEST!

He climbs hills and plumbs the DEEPS,

he made all the world – FOR ME.





Readers young and old will find superb answers to questions 
about who my Daddy is, what he‘s like, in this exquisite picture 
book in which Helena Kraljič and Polona Lovšin have 
interwoven words and images.

The text and the illustrations merge into an inseparable whole, 
since the words that escape the ‟control” of the orthography 
establish and defend childhood freedom and the play of
 joyful inventiveness.

 Unlimited trust in Daddy’s power and the warmth of proximity 
between us are reflected in every line in this picture book. 
And this much is true: Daddy made all world - FOR ME.
                                                                                                      
                                                                           Dr. Igor Saksida


